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ISSUE:
Addressing America’s growing mental health crisis through comprehensive reform and new programs to increase 
the Child & Adolescent Psychiatry (CAP) workforce will not succeed unless Congress provides greater funding 
through the annual appropriations process.

BACKGROUND:
In January, both the House of Representatives and Senate agreed on a $1.1 trillion spending bill to fund the 
federal government for the rest of fiscal year (FY) 2014.  This comprehensive bi-partisan spending 
agreement, the first to be passed pursuant to a budget agreement in many years, was highly significant in several 
ways.  Chiefly, it provided federal agencies with budget certainty through September 30th.

Right now, the House and Senate Appropriations Committees are hard at work, putting together their 
spending measures for individual agencies and programs for FY 2015, which starts October 1, 2014.  These 
and other committees are now showing a greater willingness to look at individual programs, both new and old, 
rather than make across-the-board cuts.  AACAP is a critical voice in arguing for the merits of needed 
children’s mental health programs to ensure that they are fully funded.

On CAP workforce, $50 million is urgently needed to fund workforce expansion through pediatric 
subspecialty loan relief programs, including up to $20 million for CAP fellowship trainees.  

On mental health reform, new and expanded efforts such as the Brain Research through Advancing Innovative 
Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) Initiative at NIH and translational medicine (turning research into practice) must 
be adequately funded.  Rep. Murphy’s proposed National Mental Health Policy Laboratory also deserves 
specific funding to identify new and more effective treatments.

In addition, many worthy programs must be re-funded, such as the Garrett Lee Smith program to study 
and prevent suicide.  Indeed, the list is long and funds must be maintained and increased to affect positive 
change for those children and adolescents at risk and in need of treatments and services across an array 
of mental health, behavioral and developmental disorders. 

CONGRESSIONAL ASK:
• Support $50 Million in House and Senate Appropriations for FY 2015 to fund the Public Health Service 

Act pediatric subspecialty loan relief program (Title VII, at 42 U.S.C. §295f – “Investment in Tomorrow’s 
Pediatric Health Care Workforce”).

• Upon passage and enactment of comprehensive mental health reform bills, such as H.R. 3717, S. 689, 
or other leading bills, fully fund these essential programs and policies.
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